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ABSTRACT 

Operating system is the essential part of the computer system. Windows is one of the operating system used 

by all most all of the computer system.  In windows system, there is some limitation; it does not have kernel level 

security that leads to malicious activities to acquire the system services. The process of a user level application needs 

to prove its identity to the kernel before accessing the system services. And the information such as process name or 

process id is not enough to identify a process by an operating system. That’s results; malware may make another 

process to acquire the system service. In proposing approach the process requesting the services through a system 

call needs to achieve a secure computing with the help of cryptographic algorithm called RSA algorithm. For that, a 

secret key will be issued to encrypt the process id and the key will be maintained in the system, the encrypted process 

id will be invoked at the kernel end and decrypts it for validation purpose. If it is a valid process, then it allows 

acquiring the service. However, the system avoids the kernel crashing.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

An operating system is a most important component of system software and controls the computer hardware 

resources and provides familiar services for computer programs. The operating system is an important component 

of the system software in a computer system. The hardware must provide appropriate mechanisms to make sure the 

correct operation of the computer system and to prevent user programs from the proper operation of the system. An 

OS is the program that, after being initially loaded into the computer by a boot program, controls all the other 

programs in a computer. Windows is worldwide accepted user friendly operating system almost used by 90% of 

system users in the world. But root kits have been a major concern for windows users and it is difficult to protect the 

operating system. Because, the source code of the windows is not made publicly available. Also it does not have 

kernel level security that leads to malicious activities to acquire the system services. Operating systems have been a 

common target of attackers who try to break their protection mechanisms and modify the system according to their 

advantage. A program that allowed a non-authorized user to access the system and become a system administrator 

was called a root kits. Now a day the root kits were developed as software that hides the presence of attackers in the 

system and take overall control of the system. Kernel mode root kits present at the core of an operating system and 

thus they may find more difficult to detect and remove from the system. Root kits can occur through user application. 

For that, the process of a user level application needs to prove its identity to the kernel before accessing the system 

services. And the information such as process name or process id is not enough to identify a process by an operating 

system. That’s results; malware may make other process to acquire the system service. The process requesting the 

services through a system call needs to achieve a secure computing with help of cryptographic algorithm that improve 

the integrity of the system which refers to the consistency and accuracy of data to ensure that unauthorized users are 

prevented from modifying data and maintains integrity. 

Motivation and Objective: In windows system architecture, we identified some of the weakness such as there is no 

protection between the user mode and kernel mode, when the system service requests transfer from the user to kernel 

mode. The activity of viruses, worms, Trojans and other forms of malware permit an attacker to take control of a 

computer system. An attacker will gain administrative privilege by installing a root kits which is developed as 

software. The attacker uses these root kits to steal personal data such as bank account details, passwords and credit 

card numbers. But general purpose anti-virus software failed to detect such type of malware activities. API hooking 

mechanism cannot determine the system service requests is called from user mode or infected code. To design a 

system by using kernel mode API hooking to avoid a code injection attack as well as to avoid system crash is 

challenging. Authentication is capable of identifying interpreted programs running as stand- alone processes. 

Interpreted languages such as JavaScript, Adobe action script and word document macros are not comes under this 

type of security model. The detection of malicious code injected into authenticated process as opposed to running as 

stand-alone process is out of the scope of A2 attack model. Classification of trustworthiness of program is 

challenging. In order to avoid this problem, providing integrity has been established (i.e.)   scrambling technique was 

used by the suspicious code.       

                 The main objective of this system is to protect the system from rootkits attack. Process of a user level 

application needs to prove its identity to the kernel before accessing the system services. And the information such 

as process name or process id is not enough to identify a process by an operating system. That’s results; malware 
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may make other process to acquire the system service. So, the process id has to validate to check whether it is 

legitimate process or suspicious process with the help of RSA algorithm. For that, a secret key will be issued to 

encrypt the process id and the key will be maintain in the system, the encrypted process id will be invoked at the 

kernel end and decrypts it for validation purpose. If it is a valid process then it allows acquiring the service. However, 

the system avoids the kernel crashing. 

Literature survey: Almohri (2014) proposed a lightweight secure application authentication framework in which 

user level application are need to be proofs their authentication during runtime. Also they developed a system call 

monitoring framework to protect the system resource from unauthorized access by the users. The security of A2 

framework is depends on the confidentiality of the application credentials. Pradnya patil (2014), proposed a 

component that provide a confidential key for every created process and validated component. And both can be 

authenticate on the first time creation of the process. Two different key lists are maintained in the system for 

credentials and status lists. Proposed solution will create a secret key for newly created and already created processes. 

Expected user using this proposed solution will be authenticating only. Masadesh (2014) proposed a novel security 

technique which uses new encryption and decryption algorithm to achieve authenticated communication and 

enhanced data integrity along with PGP, sWIFI and HMAC systems. The proposed system is very complex for 

attackers to decode and it is applicable to client-server architecture. Jinpeng Wei, Francesco gadaleta (2013), 

proposed a Hello root kitty concept; it is an invariance enforcing framework which takes advantages of current 

virtualization technology to protect a guest operating system against root kits.  By application the abstraction of 

invariance to ascertain maliciously adapted atom abstracts structures and restores them to their aboriginal accepted 

values. Effectively attention article operating arrangement from avant-garde basis kits. Miao Wang (2011), 

introduces a Built-in API for advance apprehension system. The atom akin API hidden in the NT architectonics 

arrangement is alleged built-in API. The bisect the captured sequences with accelerate window adjustment to 

authorize accustomed arrangement database. They prove that windows built-in APIs are allegedly accessible 

abstracts antecedent for host aberration apprehension arrangement beneath windows platform. 

System Implementation 

User Application: User mode is the unprivileged mode. Every user I/O request involves an exchange of information 

between user and kernel. But the kernel doesn’t assure the application arrived from the user space. It has to validate 

all data and address passed from user mode. If there is a root kits present in the system, then the kernel cannot able 

to validate whether the process is legitimate or not. Ntdll.dll acts as an entrance to kernel mode. All user-mode API’s 

are expected to reach this entry point for accessing the system services. Ntdll.dll passes the requests to the kernel 

driver then to the service dispatcher in kernel, known as KiSystem Service, where the requests are redirected to the 

suitable kernel service providers. By reviewing the behavior of how API’s are called, these methods intend to allow 

the legitimate code to call system services, at the same time, disallow the injected code.  

 
Figure.1. Proposed System Architecture B.  Encryption function 

Both the encryption and validation function is responsible for the integrity of the system. Integrity refers to 

the consistency and accuracy of data ensures that unauthorized users are prevented from modifying data 

authentication. Data transmission process will be protected to avoid any known or unknown changes of the data. In 
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encryption function we need to concentrate on three mission caching registers, preparing a password and saving the 

stack pointer. A process reaches this function eventually enter to kernel driver and return to the validation function. 

The register might be modified and causes data integrity problem so that we need to back up the registers in advance 

by pushing them into the stack. After backing up, we further encrypt the process id of the process which is requesting 

for the system service with the help of RSA algorithm. We use two keys for encryption and decryption respectively. 

Encryption function is done with the help public key e, along with the 23bit process id. The encrypted process id will 

be stored in the stack, which will be invoked during the validation function.  

 
Figure.2. Process in encryption function 

RSA Algorithm: The RSA algorithm is proposed by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Len Adleman, who invented it in 

1977. RSA is a public key cryptosystem and widely used for secure data transmission. It is an asymmetric 

cryptographic algorithm. Asymmetric key means there is two different keys used. Public key is known by everyone 

and it is used for encryption and private key which is known only to the receipt for decryption. In our approach we 

use this algorithm to encrypt the process ID of the suspicious process and decrypt the same process in kernel mode. 

This behavior clearly analyzes the hooking behavior of the external activities by the root kits. 

Steps, 

 Choose two different prime numbers p and q. 

 Compute n = pq, 

 Calculate phi, φ = (p-1) (q-1). 

 Choose an integer e, such that e< n,          gcd (e, φ) =1. 

 Compute d = e-1 mod φ. 

 Encryption, c = me mod n, 1<m<n. 

 Decryption, m = cd mod n. 

     In proposed algorithm, the two large prime numbers will be chosen randomly. 

Driver: The driver is responsible for the protection mechanism in the kernel mode. Windows driver model (WDM) 

effectively shields the driver. Before handling a request, the driver has to determine whether the request is 

coming from legitimate code or from suspicious code by validating the request.  If the request comes from the 

legitimate code it is allowed to get the system service directly.  If this request has not authenticated already means, 

the driver has to record the encrypted id, its process ID, and thread ID of the incoming process request.  Then decrypt 

the encrypted id with the private key taken from the SSDT.  Then the Driver redirects the control to the validation 

function. 

Validation function: The validation function fetches the encrypted id stored in user mode stack of Encryption 

function and then decrypted id it to compare comes from the driver. If it matches, then it is considered as a legitimate 

process and get the system service directly, otherwise the request may come from malicious process. Hence it will 

be suspended before it gets the system service. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

The first experiment investigated that the overhead will differs for each system call with hooks. The average 

numbers of CPU cycles spent for calling the system call by the c program were recorded. Therefore, after passing 

the SSDT the system calls were stopped and it will not carrying the actual request. For the hooked test, most of the 

running time should be spend on the proposed protection mechanism. This can help us to estimate the actual running 

time of the proposed mechanism. The second experiment illustrated the overhead when protected system calls are 

called by C functions. In each function one API was hooked. Each experiment was conducted for 10 times in both 

the original system and the system with the protection mechanism. We measured CPU cycles consumed and took 

the average as the experimental results. The third experiment is conducted to measure the performance of the system 
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while running some real-life applications. In this experiment, we measure the time consumed by running several 

applications that are both computation and I/O demanding. They included Win RAR, internet explorer, and 

regedit.exe files. This should reflect the overhead of our scheme incurred to the system. At last, an experiment was 

analyzed the loading times of different programs. The first one did not apply any protection mechanism and reflected 

the time taken to invoke a process by the OS. The second one loaded along with the protection mechanism. Popular 

applications include Internet Explorer, Win RAR, Visual C++, MS Word, and Cute FTP are subjected to the 

experiment. Number of CPU cycles consumed in loading different programs for each case will be recorded. 

Table.1. Experimental Analysis of Cpu Cycles For Various Real Time Application 

Program being examined Protected system call 
Results 

Before hook After hook % 

WinRAR 

Zwcreatefile 

Zwopenfile 

Zwopenkey 

32.5 34.6 6.5 

Ms- word 

Zwcreatefile 

Zwopenfile 

Zwenumeratekey 

13.2 16.6 9.7 

Cute ftp 
Zwopenkey 

Zwopenfile 
36.7 40.5 1.3 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The process request for system service will be list out into active process and suspicious process. The active 

process is the legitimate user so it directly accesses the system service from the KI system service dispatch. But the 

suspicious process will be going for encryption function. The encryption function will encrypt the process id with 

the help of public key and stored in stack. Finally the control is forwarded to kernel driver there the encrypted id will 

get decrypted with the help of private key stored in SSDT. After validating the process id the suspicious process will 

be suspended.  

The proposed system contain some properties and they are,  

 Not requiring the source code of the protected program.  

 Not needed to reboot Windows kernel.  

 It can able to stop malicious code in runtime. 

 Incurring less than 10 percent of running time overhead. 

This scheme does not crash the system; instead, the suspicious process will be stopped by the validation function 

directly. Next, attacker can guess the key of a particular service after several trials. In fact, the attacker only needs to 

try at most 284 times to locate the original ID. This scheme does increase the security strength as 23-bit password 

and also by providing random key generation the attacker find hard to guess the key. Third, their scheme has 

difficulty to permute system services with different number of parameters. This scheme also can avoid this problem. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Process of a user level application needs to prove its identity to the kernel before accessing the system 

services. And the information such as process name or process id is not enough to identify a process by an operating 

system. That’s results; malware may make other process to acquire the system service. In the proposed system, the 

process id has to validate to check whether it is legitimate process or suspicious process with the help of RSA 

algorithm. For that, a secret key will be issued to encrypt the process id and the key will be maintain in the SSDT of 

the system, the encrypted process id will be invoked at the kernel end and decrypts it for validation purpose. If it is 

a valid process then it allows acquiring the service. However, the system avoids the kernel crashing. 
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